ILVE Majestic ranges are delivered to customers without the legs attached. To avoid damaging the range and the surrounding area when attach the legs, follow these directions:

1. Remove the range from packaging.
2. Make sure packing material is placed at a safe distance to avoid tripping hazards.
   *When removing accessories, be sure to note locations of specific pieces so they can be correctly replaced later.

3. Remove grates from the cooktop

4. Remove burners from the top

5. Remove the oven door(s)
   *Please pay attention to the oven parts and keep them in a safe location to prevent losing any pieces.

- Move Hook C to Hinge D as shown in the images
6. Remove storage/warming drawer
7. Remove racks and any other accessories from the interior of the oven(s)

Now that you have removed the detachable parts and lessened the weight of the range, lift the range off the packaging and set it on the floor.

8. Tilt the range and set it down so its back is on the floor. NOTE: In this step, no part of the range should touch the floor directly and must be buffered by padding. This is to prevent damage to both the range and the floor.

9. Attach the feet using a phillips head screwdriver to fasten the screws and washers included with the range.
10. Set the range upright. NOTE: The range can now be set on its feet directly on the floor. If the range needs to be moved further, be sure not to drag it.

11. When the range is situated in its desired location, replace the oven door(s) and all other accessories.